What is SAP-as-a-Service?
SAP‐as‐a‐Service
offers
our
customers the flexibility and agility
required to operate SAP – without
the capital expense and IT
resources associated with an in‐
house solution. Let us take on the
administrative
burden
of
architecting,
managing,
and
supporting your SAP environment,
and allow you to do what you do
best – manage your business.

The Savantis Group helps mid‐
sized
organizations
to
cost‐
effectively implement and benefit
from SAP software.
We offer
complete implementation services,
training and staffing assistance, and
hosting and technical support
provided through SAP’s world‐class
Application Management Services.

Our Mission

is to build longer‐
term, mutually beneficial True
Partnerships with our customers,
because
we
believe
these
relationships are the only ones
worthwhile to be a part of.
We are your one‐stop‐shop for all of
your SAP needs, and we will be here
to help you every step of the way.

Savantis Group Inc.
486 Thomas Jones Way, Suite 100
Exton, PA 19341
T: (+1) 610.590.0132
Email: contact@savantisgroup.com
Web: www.savantisgroup.com

SAP-as-a-Service (SAPaaS)
Get the world’s best software at an affordable price
Why SAPaaS?
As a market leader in business application software, SAP helps companies
of all sizes and industries innovate through simplification. This best‐in‐class
software is responsible for 74% of the world’s transactions. And now your
company can be among the best by implementing SAP software. At just
$195/user/month, you will be able to benefit from the core functionality
that SAP has to offer. That is literally less than the cost of purchasing a
Chipotle steak burrito every night for dinner!

How will SAPaaS benefit me?
Our SAPaaS solution can assist you with virtually all operations of your
business, such as finance, sales, warehouse management, procurement,
planning, distribution, and more. For the past 18 years, we have become
very skilled in making SAP software work for mid‐sized businesses in
resource constrained environments.
We have developed a variety of rapid implementation templates, and our
team has perfected proven methodologies. With our SAPaaS offering, we
will host and manage your SAP environment for you. All you will need is a
web browser, and we can have you up and running in a matter of weeks.
Running a growing and evolving business is complicated enough, without
having to manage IT infrastructure as well. Simplify your life, and allow us
to take away the day‐to‐day operational burden from your laundry list of
responsibilities.
The bottom line is that we want to see our customers be successful, and we
don’t consider ourselves successful until we can make that happen. Call us
today to see how SAPaaS can benefit you, and how we can help you simplify
your IT environment.
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